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Profile
A comprehensive guide to DeezyInc's 
core service offerings. 



About
Us
DEEZYINC is a full service 
architectural and interior design 
Company in Kenya. We are an 
organisation of professionals who 
have specialized in: Architecture, 
Interior Design, Project Management 
& HVAC Services.



Our
Mission 

We believe that every space, no matter its 
shape or size, has the potential to become 

unique, harmonial and beautiful.

Our success has to do with our thorough 
understanding that each client and each 

space deserve our utmost attention. 



Core 
Services

Architecture-
Interior Design-

Project Management-
HVAC Services-

 



the  design process
Brief from client & 
establishing a 
budget

Preliminary design 
& material 
selection

Targeting design 
to match budget

Revised design

Construction of a 
project

Review and 
feedback from a 
completed project



Our
Projects
Since our foundation, our designers, 
project managers and architects have 
been passionately transforming 
spaces. We offer each of our clients 
a unique and innovative solution to 
their design needs.



The entrance at K'opere welcomes a bold yellow and royal blue 
signage that sits pretty against a dark ombre wooden background.
From it you feel a powerful intimidating yet welcoming presence. 
The passage way is all glass and stands out, which is great for 
transparency as well as aesthetic. 

TO K'OPERE 
ADVOCATES



The warm and bright colors at WKN offer an interesting contrast of 
what one would assume should be a law firm. The reception is clad 
with a natural stone wall that magnificently reflects the daylight 
lighting fixtures that hang above the main desk. 

WKN 
ADVOCATES



Nothing says prime luxury like the GM's office at Progressive Credit. 
The space is fitted with eclectic lighting which offers a unique 
contrast to the mahogany brown furniture. The office comes fully 
equipped with a meeting room, lounge and lavatory facility. 

PROGRESSIVE
CREDIT



The brightly neon coloured lighting at Pacific Petroleum bring in a 
different almost retro vibe to the office that is unique and 
exquisitely pleasant. 

PACIFIC
PETROLEUM



From the warm white accents to the shiny gloss flooring, interiors 
at E.K Mutua bring great energy to the workspace. 

E.K MUTUA
ADVOCATES



At Mulondo Company, one cannot help but feel a sense of warm 
daylight that instantaneously engulfs you, ironic, given that it is 
nowhere near any source of natural lighting. Our clients' brief was 
to incorporate natural stone clading for the reception's accent 
wall.

MULONDO
ADVOCATES



The ergonomic design keeps workers health and limitations in mind, 
looking to reduce their fatigue and frustration during their workday. 
The open space is rustic and bright exuding great energy as one 
walks in. 

FUSION
CAPITAL



This office takes its inspiration from old factories, barns, 
warehouses. It tends to have a natural color palette, with a mix of 
brown, rustic, and blue colors, which give the place a feeling of 
having more space available. 

WESTLOAD
CREDIT



Deezyinc professionals offer 
quality delivery of work.

We have unparalleled passion for 
construction. Each project is an 
adventure. 

We provide both architectural 
consultancy concepts to actual 
implementation of work at site.

We are certified with NCA 
(National Construction Authority)

We ensure health and safety 
regulations are complied to at all 
times. 

We can handle multiple projects 
at a go. 

We work within the clients budget. 

We go above and beyond to 
deliver on time.

Our integrated team goes beyond 
functionality and utility.

Why work with us?



Contact 
Us

+254 700 010 368

info@deezyincgroup.co.ke

Nairobi, Kenya


